
Don't Let Legal Stress Derail Your Life

Nearly half of Americans say they've
experienced a legal issue in the past
two years. And legal problems can be
incredibly stressful.

A large percentage of folks with a
legal issue reported their legal
problem led to:

Stress-Related Illness
Relationship Breakdown
Lost or relocated employment
Problems with alcohol or drugs

But a legal issue doesn't have to derail your entire life. If you have a legal plan,
you have the peace of mind that you can have an expert attorney by your side
without worrying about the cost. Learn more about legal stress and how
a legal plan like Texas Legal can help.

Did you know... ?
Texas Legal isn't just an employee benefit. Our group rate can cover any

kind of organization - your homeowner's association, social organization,
church and more. Want to bring legal peace of mind to your group?

Request more information here.

Vacation Visitation

https://texaslegal.org/texaslegal-blog/dont-let-legal-stress-derail-your-life
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With the end of the school year approaching and 
summer on the horizon, you may be planning 
summer vacation. If you’re divorced, that means 
planning visitation. What are you legally entitled 
to (or obligated to) when it comes to summer 
visitation with your kids and your ex? Read 
about it from Texas Legal network 
attorney Angela Faye Brown.
 

Want to Learn More About Legal Insurance?

If you're new to the concept of legal insurance, you're not alone. This helpful
video explains what legal insurance is and how it can help you navigate life's
inevitable legal hurdles.
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Ready to join Texas Legal? Start the enrollment process now.
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